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a b s t r a c t

More accurate projections of future carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere and associated
climate change depend on improved scientific understanding of the terrestrial carbon cycle. Despite the
consensus that U.S. terrestrial ecosystems provide a carbon sink, the size, distribution, and interannual
variability of this sink remain uncertain. Here we report a terrestrial carbon sink in the conterminous U.S.
at 0.63 pg C yr−1 with the majority of the sink in regions dominated by evergreen and deciduous forests
and savannas. This estimate is based on our continuous estimates of net ecosystem carbon exchange
(NEE) with high spatial (1 km) and temporal (8-day) resolutions derived from NEE measurements from
eddy covariance flux towers and wall-to-wall satellite observations from Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS). We find that the U.S. terrestrial ecosystems could offset a maximum of 40%
of the fossil-fuel carbon emissions. Our results show that the U.S. terrestrial carbon sink varied between
0.51 and 0.70 pg C yr−1 over the period 2001–2006. The dominant sources of interannual variation of
the carbon sink included extreme climate events and disturbances. Droughts in 2002 and 2006 reduced
the U.S. carbon sink by ∼20% relative to a normal year. Disturbances including wildfires and hurricanes
reduced carbon uptake or resulted in carbon release at regional scales. Our results provide an alternative,
independent, and novel constraint to the U.S. terrestrial carbon sink.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

. Introduction

More accurate quantification of net carbon dioxide (CO2)
xchange over regions, continents, or the globe can improve our
nderstanding of the feedbacks between the terrestrial biosphere
nd the atmosphere in the context of global change and facilitate
limate policy-making (IPCC, 2007; Peters et al., 2007). Despite the
onsensus that U.S. terrestrial ecosystems provide a carbon sink, the
ize and distribution of the sink still remain uncertain (Houghton
t al., 1999; Caspersen et al., 2000; Schimel et al., 2000; Pacala et
l., 2001; SOCCR, 2007). More importantly, the interannual vari-
bility of this carbon sink is not well understood. Extreme climate
vents (Ciais et al., 2005; Zeng et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2009, 2010)
nd disturbances (Law et al., 2004; Chambers et al., 2007; Amiro
t al., in press; Xiao et al., 2010) could substantially affect ecosys-
em carbon fluxes and lead to significant year-to-year variations in
egional terrestrial carbon budgets. Here we integrate eddy covari-
nce flux measurements and wall-to-wall satellite observations to
ssess recent U.S. net ecosystem carbon exchange (NEE) and year-
o-year variations.

Inventory studies of biomass (Clark et al., 2001; Goodale et al.,
002) and soil carbon (Lal et al., 2001) are traditionally used to
uantify NEE of an ecosystem over multiple years (Baldocchi, 2003).
he eddy covariance technique has emerged as an alternative way
o assess NEE (Baldocchi et al., 2001). Eddy covariance flux towers
ave been providing continuous measurements of ecosystem-level
xchange of CO2 spanning diurnal, synoptic, seasonal, and interan-
ual time scales since the early 1990s (Wofsy et al., 1993; Baldocchi
t al., 2001). The AmeriFlux network consists of eddy covariance
ux towers encompassing a large range of climate and biome types,
nd provides the longest, most extensive, and most reliable mea-
urements of plot-scale NEE with high temporal resolution for the
.S. These NEE estimates represent fluxes at the scale of the tower

ootprint with longitudinal dimensions ranging between a hun-
red meters and several kilometers depending on homogeneous
egetation and fetch (Schmid, 1994; Göckede et al., 2008). To exam-
ne terrestrial carbon cycling over regions or continents, therefore,
ddy flux measurements need to be upscaled to these large areas
Xiao et al., 2008, 2010).

Satellite remote sensing provides observations of ecosystems

sensors view the entire Earth’s surface every one to two days and
acquire data with 36 spectral bands and 250 m–1 km spatial resolu-
tion. Several recent studies have upscaled eddy flux measurements
to large areas using satellite data (e.g., Papale and Valentini, 2003;
Yamaji et al., 2007; Wylie et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2008, 2010).
Moreover, some of the resulting flux estimates have been used to
assess regional terrestrial carbon uptake. For example, Papale and
Valentini (2003) estimated annual NEE for European forests using
the NEE estimates. Yamaji et al. (2007) used the NEE estimates
to assess the annual NEE of deciduous forests in Japan. Wylie et
al. (2007) examined the magnitude and interannual variability of
annual NEE for grasslands in the northern Great Plains. Xiao et al.
(2010) examined the magnitude, patterns, and interannual vari-
ability of gross primary productivity (GPP) for the conterminous
U.S.

Here we use our predictive NEE model developed from eddy
flux and MODIS data (Xiao et al., 2008) to produce continuous NEE
estimates with high spatial (1 km) and temporal (8-day) resolu-
tions for the conterminous U.S. over the period 2000–2006. Our
continuous NEE estimates along with our previous GPP estimates
(Xiao et al., 2010) for the U.S. were both derived from eddy covari-
ance (EC) flux measurements and MODIS data, and are referred to
as EC-MOD. We then use our continuous NEE estimates to assess
the magnitude, distribution, and interannual variability of recent
U.S. ecosystem carbon exchange. One of the main innovations in
our estimates is the use of daily NEE measurements derived from
continuous observations from eddy covariance flux towers. These
measurements represent direct samples of net CO2 exchange from
sites encompassing a wide variety of U.S. biomes and climate types.
These data were not utilized in previous U.S. carbon budget stud-
ies (e.g., Houghton et al., 1999; Caspersen et al., 2000; Schimel et
al., 2000; Pacala et al., 2001; SOCCR, 2007). Our analysis provides
an alternative, independent, and novel perspective on recent U.S.
ecosystem carbon exchange.

2. Data and methods

2.1. AmeriFlux data

NEE is the difference of two large carbon fluxes – photosynthe-

ith spatially and temporally consistent coverage, and is a valu-

ble tool for upscaling carbon fluxes to regional or continental
cales (Xiao et al., 2008, 2010). The Moderate Resolution Imaging
pectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the NASA’ Terra and Aqua
atellites provides particularly useful observations as the MODIS
sis (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (Re). To avoid compensating
errors the basic processes underlying ecosystem carbon uptake
and release should both be modeled well (Richardson et al., 2007).
Unlike most modeling methods, our approach directly estimates
NEE, which could avoid the compensating errors. We integrated
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hold-out block is then used to test the performance of the model
(RuleQuest, 2008). The 10-fold cross-validation also showed that
our model predicted NEE fairly well (Fig. 2; R2 = 0.67, p < 0.0001;
RMSE = 1.45 gC m−2 day−1).
ig. 1. Distribution of the 42 AmeriFlux sites used in this study. The base map is th
009). The broad, level I ecoregions for the conterminous United States are Northern
emperate Forests (8), Great Plains (9), North American Deserts (10), Mediterrane
ropical Wet Forests (15).

ddy flux measurements and MODIS data to estimate NEE of U.S.
cosystems. We obtained the Level 4 NEE data for 42 AmeriFlux
ites over the period 2000–2006. These sites are distributed across
he conterminous U.S. (Fig. 1). The AmeriFlux NEE data we used
ere described in detail by Xiao et al. (2008).

The Level 4 product consists of NEE data with four different time
teps, including half-hourly, daily, 8-day, and monthly. NEE was
alculated using the storage obtained from the discrete approach
r using a vertical CO2 profile system, and was gap-filled using
he artificial neural network method. We used 8-day NEE data
gC m−2 day−1) to match the compositing intervals of MODIS data.

.2. Predictive model

The development of our predictive model has been fully
escribed by Xiao et al. (2008). Here we briefly summarize our
pproach. We combined site-specific eddy flux measurements
nd MODIS data to develop a predictive NEE model using piece-
ise regression models. The independent variables of the model

ncluded a variety of MODIS data products: surface reflectance
Vermote and Vermeulen, 1999), daytime and nighttime land sur-
ace temperature (LST) (Wan et al., 2002), and enhanced vegetation
ndex (EVI) (Huete et al., 2002) as well as the normalized difference

ater index (NDWI; Gao, 1996) derived from surface reflectance.
hese data can partly account for a variety of physical, physiologi-
al, atmospheric, hydrologic, and edaphic variables that affect NEE
Xiao et al., 2008). For each site, we obtained MODIS ASCII sub-
ets consisting of 7 km × 7 km regions centered on the flux tower,
ncluding surface reflectance, daytime and nighttime LST, and EVI
ver the period 2000–2006 from the Oak Ridge National Labo-
atory’s Distributed Active Archive Center. For each variable, we
xtracted the average values for the central 3 km × 3 km area within
he 7 km × 7 km cutouts rather than the values of the 1 km × 1 km
ixel corresponding to the tower to account for the inherent geolo-
ation error of MODIS data and better represent the flux tower

ootprint.

We then developed the predictive NEE model using piecewise
egression models. We divided the site-level data set of Ameri-
lux and MODIS data into a training set (2000–2004) and a test set
2005–2006). The training and test sets were used to develop and
l I Ecoregions map of North America from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA,
ts (5), Northwestern Forested Mountains (6), Marine West Coast Forest (7), Eastern
lifornia (11), Southern Semi-arid Highlands (12), Temperate Dry Forests (13), and

evaluate the predictive model, respectively. The performance of
the model was evaluated using three statistical measures: average
error, relative error, and correlation coefficient. The model achieved
reasonable accuracy to estimate NEE at the site level (Xiao et al.,
2008).

In addition to the validation in the temporal domain using
the test data (Xiao et al., 2008), we also used cross-validation to
obtain an alternative measure of the predictive accuracy of our
model. We used k-fold cross-validation, in which the cases are
divided into k blocks of roughly the same size and target value
distribution. For each block, a predictive model is constructed
from the cases in the remaining blocks, while the cases in the
Fig. 2. Observed 8-day NEE versus predicted 8-day NEE for 10-fold cross-validation.
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.3. Network representativeness

The AmeriFlux sites we used involve a wide variety of ecosystem
ypes (Fig. 1) and are fairly representative of typical U.S. climate
ypes (Xiao et al., 2008). Moreover, some forest sites are at dif-
erent stages since stand replacing disturbance, which are located
n disturbance clusters of sites, such as Metolius intermediate
ged ponderosa pine (Oregon), Metolius new young pine (Oregon),
ntermediate hardwood (Wisconsin), and Mature red pine (Wis-
onsin). In addition, some sites have received treatment, including
he Howland Forest West Tower (Maine: nitrogen fertilizer) and
he Mead cropland sites (Nebraska; irrigation versus rainfed; con-
inuous maize versus maize/soybean rotation). Hargrove et al.
2003) carried out an analysis of multivariate environmental “data
pace” (including such factors as elevation, means and extremes of
emperature, monthly precipitation, soil characteristics and other
actors) and concluded that the central, Midwestern, and northeast-
rn part of the U.S. were well represented by the AmeriFlux network
t that time, with the southern, southwestern, and Pacific North-
est environments less well represented by existing tower sites.

ince that analysis new sites have been established in Florida, Texas,
ew Mexico, Arizona, and Southern California, which substantially

ncreased the coverage and representativeness of the south and
outhwestern parts of the U.S.

We assessed the representativeness of the AmeriFlux network
sing the Euclidean distance between each grid cell and the eddy
ux sites in the attribute space, following Yang et al. (2008). The
ttribute space we used consists of all the numerical variables
ncluded in the predictive model: bands 1–6, NDWI, daytime LST,
ighttime LST, and EVI. The Euclidean distance measures the simi-

arity between each grid cell and eddy flux sites (Yang et al., 2008).
he Euclidian distance (ED) between two points X = (x1, x2, . . ., xn)
nd Y = (y1, y2, . . ., yn) is defined as:

D =
√∑

n

(xi − yi)
2 (1)

here X is the attribute vector of a grid cell, while Y is the mean
ttribute vector of eddy flux sites within a given vegetation type.
aytime and nighttime LST were scaled to the range of −1 and
1 using their minimum and maximum values over the period
000–2006 to minimize the influence of the magnitude of these
ariables on the calculation of ED. We calculated ED for each
rid cell for each 8-day interval. For each year, the mean ED was
alculated from all 8-day ED values for each grid cell. We then
alculated the minimum ED for each grid cell over the period
000–2006.

The resulting similarity map (Fig. 3) showed that the Great Lakes
egion, the Great Plains, a part of the Pacific West, and northeast-
rn forests exhibited highest similarity to the AmeriFlux network;
he Southeast and the Gulf Coast region exhibited intermediate
imilarity, while a large part of the Rocky Mountain region, north-
astern North Dakota and western Minnesota had lowest similarity.
his indicates that the Great Lakes region, the Great Plains, a part
f Pacific West, and northeastern forests are fairly represented by
meriFlux sites, while a large part of the Rocky Mountain region,
ortheastern North Dakota and western Minnesota were under-
epresented.

.4. MODIS data
To estimate NEE at the continental scale, we obtained wall-
o-wall MODIS data including surface reflectance, daytime and
ighttime LST, and EVI from the Earth Observing System (EOS) Data
ateway for each 8-day interval from February 2000 to Decem-
er 2006. For each variable, the quality of the value of each pixel
Fig. 3. Representativeness of the AmeriFlux network measured by the similarity
between each grid cell and eddy flux sites using the Euclidean distance in the
attribute space. The similarity is proportional to the magnitude of the distance.

(1 km) was determined using the quality assurance (QA) flags, and
the bad-quality value was replaced using a linear interpolation
approach (Xiao et al., 2008). The NDWI was also calculated from
band 2 (near-infrared) and band 6 (shortwave infrared) of the sur-
face reflectance product. Each 16-day EVI composite was used for
two 8-day intervals corresponding to the composting interval of
other MODIS products. We also obtained the land cover type for
each cell from the 1 km MODIS land cover map (Friedl et al., 2002),
and reclassified the vegetation classes to seven broader classes:
evergreen forests, deciduous forests, mixed forests, shrublands,
savannas, grasslands, and croplands (Xiao et al., 2008).

2.5. Model prediction

We then used our predictive model (Xiao et al., 2008) to estimate
NEE for each 1 km × 1 km cell across the conterminous U.S. for each
8-day interval from February 2000 to December 2006 using the
wall-to-wall MODIS data. The land-cover type for each pixel was
obtained from the reclassified MODIS land-cover map. For each grid
cell, we calculated annual NEE (gC m−2 yr−1) for each year from our
8-day NEE estimates.

We produced the probability distribution of our mean annual
NEE values over the period 2001–2006 across the conterminous
U.S., and then compared this histogram with that of the com-
piled database of published eddy flux measurements over the globe
(Baldocchi, 2008) (Fig. 4). This database contains 504 site-years of
data from 125 study sites over the globe. Both probability distribu-
tions were negatively skewed, indicating that overall, the terrestrial
ecosystems absorbed carbon from the atmosphere. Moreover, these
two probabilistic histograms had similar ranges and almost iden-
tical means and standard deviations. The similarity of these two
distributions indicated that our annual estimates generally cap-
tured the expected mean, range, and spatial variability of published
annual NEE.

We then examined the magnitude, distribution, and year-to-
year variations of annual NEE. The coefficient of variation (CV) and
annual anomalies were used to assess the interannual variability of
NEE. CV is defined as the ratio of standard deviation to the mean.
For each grid cell, the annual NEE values over the period 2001–2006
were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation of annual

NEE, and CV was then calculated as the standard deviation divided
by the mean. The CV value of each grid cell indicates the variabil-
ity of annual NEE over the 6-year period. For grid cells with mean
annual NEE within −1 to +1 g C m−2 yr−1, CV was assigned as 0 to
avoid unreasonably large CV values in absolute magnitude. For each
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Fig. 4. Probabilistic histograms of estimated and published annual NEE. Dark gray
bars indicate estimated annual NEE values, and light gray bars indicate published
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Fig. 5. Mean annual NEE for the conterminous U.S. over the period 2001–2006. Units
are gC m−2 yr−1. Positive values indicate carbon release, and negative values indicate
nnual NEE from 506 site-years of data over the globe. Superimposed (black curve)
s a Gaussian probability distribution. The means of estimated and published annual
EE are −189.5 and −182.4 gC m−2 yr−1, respectively; their standard deviations are
72.3 and 269.6, respectively.

ear, we also calculated the anomaly of annual NEE relative to the
ean over the 6-year period.

.6. Climate and disturbance data

We used precipitation, fire severity, and wind fields data to
ssess the impacts of drought, fire, and hurricane on NEE. We
btained monthly precipitation data over the period 1970–2006
rom the PRISM (Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent
lopes Model) group (PRISM, 2004). PRISM produces a high-quality
ridded climate data set using station observations of precipita-
ion, temperature, and other climatic factors. The spatial resolution
f this data set is 4 km × 4 km. We calculated the average annual
recipitation over the period 1970–1999, and then calculated the
nomaly of annual precipitation for each year over the period
001–2006 relative to the long-term mean (1970–1999).

We also used fire severity data for the Biscuit fire in Oregon.
he Biscuit Fire was among the largest forest fires in modern
nited States history, encompassing >2000 km2 primarily within

he Rogue-Siskiyou National Forest (RSNF) in southwest Oregon
Thompson et al., 2007). Fire severity was based on the difference
ormalized burn ratio (dNBR) (Lutes et al., 2004) from Landsat The-
atic Mapper (TM) data acquired before and immediately after the

re. dNBR is a quantitative indicator of aboveground green biomass
nd changes in soil moisture and color as well as consumption
f down fuels (Lutes et al., 2004). dNBR has proven an effective
easure of burn severity of forest ecosystems (Brewer et al., 2005;
iller and Yool, 2002). Different degrees of fire severity were iden-

ified: little or no change, green and dead mixed, dead trees with
eedles, and dead trees without needles (Thompson et al., 2007).

Finally, we obtained tropical cyclone surface wind field data for
urricane Katrina (Powell et al., 1998) from the Atlantic Oceano-
raphic and Meteorological Laboratory (AOML), National Oceanic
nd Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (AOML, 2007). The wind

eld data was produced using the Hurricane Research Division
HRD) surface wind analysis system (Powell et al., 1998). The
RD approach to hurricane wind analysis requires the input of all
vailable surface weather observations (e.g., ships, buoys, coastal
latforms, surface aviation reports, etc.). We converted the wind
carbon uptake. Gray lines indicate state boundaries. Black lines indicate boundaries
of geographical regions: Northeast (NE), Southeast (SE), North Central (NC), South
Central (SC), Pacific Northwest (PNW), and Pacific Southwest (PSW).

fields for hurricane Katrina to isotaches, and extracted the isotachs
representing tropical storm (39–73 mph), category 1 (74–95 mph),
and category 2 (96–110 mph) wind fields.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Annual NEE

The 6-yr mean annual pattern of NEE is shown in Fig. 5. This
represents the terrestrial part of the carbon cycle without fire emis-
sions and immediate carbon loss due to the removal and burning
of biomass. The temperate forests in the eastern U.S. absorbed car-
bon mainly because of forest regrowth following the abandonment
of agricultural lands (Caspersen et al., 2000). Some regions in the
west including the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Coast also
assimilated carbon. The dominant evergreen forests in the Pacific
Coast region are highly productive as these ecosystems assimi-
lated carbon even in the winter due to mild temperature and moist
conditions (Waring and Franklin, 1979; Anthoni et al., 2002). For
example, Douglas-fir, a major species in the Pacific Northwest and
California, is known to be highly plastic and able to photosynthe-
size in winter when temperatures are above freezing. By contrast,
many areas in the western U.S. including the Great Basin, the Col-
orado Plateau, and the western Great Plains were nearly carbon
neutral due to sparse vegetation and large precipitation deficits.
Drought could reduce GPP and net primary productivity (NPP), and
lead to changes in heterotrophic respiration (Rh) occurring in the
same direction but with a smaller magnitude (Xiao et al., 2009).
These concurrent changes in NPP and Rh likely led to reduced
annual NEE in absolute magnitude. A part of the Southwest pro-
vided minor carbon sources, while the small region in northeastern
Arizona and southeastern Utah exhibited annual NEE greater than
200 gC m−2 yr−1. This region was affected by moderate to severe
drought in 2000–2003 and 2005, which likely resulted in a net
carbon release over the 6-year period. In addition, our predictive
model utilized LST to account for Re, and the explanatory variables
could not account for the sizes of soil carbon pools and litter. The
relatively high temperatures in this region in the summer and the

inability of our predictive model to account for soil carbon pools
and litter may lead to overestimation of Re, which in turn can
lead to reduced net carbon uptake (Re < GPP) or net carbon release
(Re > GPP).
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Fig. 6. Mean annual NEE for each vegetation type within the conterminous U.S.
over the period 2001–2006: evergreen forests (EF), deciduous forests (DF), mixed
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Fig. 7. Mean annual NEE per region for the period 2001–2006. White bars are
the fossil fuel fluxes (Energy Information Administration, Department of Energy,
http://www.eia.doe.gov), and gray bars are annual NEE. Units are pg C yr−1. The error
bars denote the standard deviation from the mean. The labels refer to the regions:
Northeast (NE), Southeast (SE), North-Central (NC), South-Central (SC), Rocky Moun-

humid regions due to the variation in climate and weather at
orests (MF), shrublands (Sh), savannas (Sa), and grasslands (Gr). Units are pg C yr−1.
he bars are the estimated mean annual NEE. The error bars indicate the standard
eviation from the mean.

We examined the total annual NEE for U.S. and for each broad
egetation type over the period 2001–2006 (Fig. 6). On average,
he total annual NEE for U.S. is −1.21 pg C yr−1, with −0.63 for
atural ecosystems and −0.58 pg C yr−1 for croplands. We then
xamined the magnitude of the U.S. terrestrial carbon sink using our
nnual NEE estimates. Croplands were not included here because
he carbon absorbed by crops will be released back into the atmo-
phere due to the consumption of yields and the burning of
iomass. We estimated total carbon sink in the conterminous U.S.
t 0.63 pg C yr−1 with the majority of the sink in regions dominated
y evergreen and deciduous forests and savannas in nearly equal
roportions of the total sink (Fig. 6). Our estimate did not include
he immediate emissions from the burning of biomass in wildfires.

e assumed that wildfire released 0.06 pg C yr−1 as estimated by
iedinmyer and Neff (2007), and then deducted fire emissions

rom our sink estimate. With fire emissions taken into considera-
ion, our estimate of the U.S. carbon sink (0.57 pg C yr−1) was at the
igher end of the range (0.30–0.58 g C yr−1) estimated by Pacala et
l. (2001) and between a recent estimate (∼0.63 pg C yr−1) based
n an inverse modeling approach (Deng et al., 2007) and the esti-
ate (0.49 pg C yr−1) by the first North American State of the Carbon

ycle Report (SOCCR, 2007). Compared to previous approaches
ased on forest inventory measurements, ecosystem models, book-
eeping models, or atmospheric inverse modeling (e.g., Houghton
t al., 1999; Caspersen et al., 2000; Schimel et al., 2000; Pacala et
l., 2001; Deng et al., 2007; SOCCR, 2007), our approach integrated
ddy flux measurements and wall-to-wall satellite observations,
nd provided an independent, alternative, and novel constraint to
he recent U.S. terrestrial carbon sink. A quantitative breakdown
f the 6-yr mean annual NEE map by geographical regions (Fig. 7)
howed that the greatest carbon uptake occurred in the South Cen-
ral region, followed by Southeast and Northeast. North Central
nd the Pacific Northwest had intermediate carbon sinks, while
he Pacific Southwest had the lowest carbon uptake. The Rocky

ountain region was a minor carbon source.
A better understanding of the magnitude and spatial distri-

ution of the U.S. carbon sink is helpful for successful carbon
anagement strategies to mitigate fossil-fuel emissions or stabi-

ize concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (SOCCR,
007). Our results show that the U.S. terrestrial ecosystems could
ffset 40% of the U.S. fossil fuel emissions (Fig. 7), suggesting that
he U.S. ecosystems play an important role in slowing down the
uildup of CO2 in the atmosphere. This is higher than the SOCCR

stimate of 30%, which was based on inventory data (SOCCR, 2007).
he North Central (0.42 pg C yr−1) and South Central (0.40 pg C yr−1)
egions had the largest carbon emissions due to consumption of
ossil fuels (EIA, 2008), whereas ∼19% and 55% were offset by
tain (RM), Pacific Northwest (PNW), and Pacific Southwest (PSW). Numbers are the
percentages that the fossil fuel fluxes were offset by ecosystem carbon uptake. No
percentage was provided for the Rocky Mountain region because this region was a
minor carbon source.

regional ecosystem carbon uptake, respectively. The Northeast and
Southeast regions had intermediate fossil-fuel carbon emissions,
and ecosystem carbon uptake in these regions offset 40% and 64%
of the emissions, respectively. The Pacific Southwest also offset
40% of the regional carbon emissions. The Rocky Mountain region,
however, provided a minor carbon source that was ∼0.1 pg C yr−1

greater than fossil fuel emissions in the region. The Pacific North-
west region absorbed about twice as much carbon as emitted by
the consumption of fossil fuels in the region, which likely puts
the region at an advantage in carbon policy-making and trading.
The quantification of the proportions of carbon emissions offset
by ecosystem carbon uptake and their magnitudes have implica-
tions for carbon-management and climate policy-decision making,
including the commitments of different states to the reduction of
carbon emissions. It should be noted that our estimates represents
the upper bounds of the capacity of U.S. ecosystems for sequester-
ing carbon from the atmosphere because our NEE did not include
fire emissions, immediate loss of carbon due to other disturbances
and management, and other greenhouse gas emissions from crop-
lands and pastures.

3.2. Year-to-year variations

Fig. 8 shows the interannual variability of NEE characterized by
CV. Negative values indicate the interannual variability of carbon
uptake, and positive values indicate the interannual variability of
carbon release. CV generally exhibited larger spatial variability in
regions with carbon release than in regions with carbon uptake.
This is likely because ecosystems providing carbon sources are
mainly distributed in arid and semi-arid regions, while ecosystems
with carbon uptake are primarily distributed in humid and semi-
humid regions. The magnitude of annual NEE in arid and semi-arid
region is often smaller than that in humid and semi-humid regions.
Moreover, arid and semi-arid regions are characterized by larger
temporal variability in water availability than humid and semi-
multiple scales and vegetation-soil water feedbacks (Snyder and
Tartowski, 2006). Among regions with carbon release, the southern
part of the western Great Plains, including western Texas, eastern
New Mexico, and southeastern Colorado exhibited largest CV val-

http://www.eia.doe.gov/
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ig. 8. Interannual variability of annual NEE across the conterminous U.S. over the
eriod 2001–2006 characterized by the coefficient of variation (CV).
es. These areas had relatively low mean annual NEE in absolute
agnitude and were frequently affected by moderate to severe

rought (2000–2003 and 2005), leading to relatively large year-
o-year variations. Among regions with carbon uptake, a swath of

ig. 9. Effects of extreme climate events and disturbances on annual NEE. (a) Impact of t
EE in 2003. Fire severity was based on the difference normalized burn ratio (dNBR) fro
re: little or no change (I), green and dead mixed (II), dead trees with needles (III), and d
eriod 2001–2006 and anomalies of annual precipitation relative to the 30-year period 1
urricane Katrina on annual NEE in 2006. The white lines indicate the isotachs, including
eteorology 151 (2011) 60–69

land in Texas and eastern Great Plains exhibited large CV values in
absolute magnitude. Most highly productive regions including the
Southeast and the Pacific Northwest had relatively low CV, show-
ing that annual NEE of these ecosystems exhibited low year-to-year
variations. These regions are characterized by favourable climate
conditions, and ecosystems in these regions may not be subject
to water stress despite minor to moderate negative precipitation
anomalies.

The magnitude of the U.S. terrestrial carbon sink varied between
0.51 and 0.70 pg C yr−1 from 2001 to 2006 due to climate variabil-
ity, disturbances, and management practices (Fig. 9). In our 6-yr
estimate, 2002 and 2006 were the lowest net uptake years (0.56
and 0.51 pg C yr−1, respectively). The U.S. carbon sink in these two
years decreased by 16.3% and 27.1% relative to previous years (2001
and 2005, respectively) due to the effects of drought and wildfires.
Moderate to extreme drought affected more than 50% of the con-
terminous U.S. during the summer in 2002 and 2006 (NCDC, 2008),
modifying the balance of ecosystem photosynthesis and respiration
in these years. Annual NEE anomaly maps showed large positive

anomalies (smaller sinks or sources) in many regions affected by
drought (Fig. 9). The impact of the 2002 drought on ecosystem car-
bon uptake is generally consistent with the drought effects on the
terrestrial carbon cycle observed for Europe and North America
(Ciais et al., 2005; Peters et al., 2007). Our results also show that

he Biscuit Fire on annual NEE: burned area, fire severity, and anomalies of annual
m Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data acquired before and immediately after the
ead trees without needles (IV). (b) Anomalies of annual NEE relative to the 6-year
970–1999 taken from the PRISM climate database in 2002 and 2006. (c) Impact of
tropical storm, hurricane category 1, and hurricane category 2.
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he 2006 drought had a larger impact on the U.S. ecosystem carbon
xchange than the 2002 drought.

At the stand or regional level, NEE is significantly affected by dis-
urbances (Law et al., 2004). Disturbances can substantially alter
cosystem carbon fluxes and regional carbon budgets (McCarthy
t al., 2006; Chambers et al., 2007), by reducing the aboveground
iomass and increase litter, thereby leading to a decrease in GPP
nd an increase in Rh. Our results show that disturbances includ-
ng wildfires and hurricanes could affect regional annual NEE. In
ddition, numerous wildfires occurred over the western U.S. due
o drought conditions related to large-scale atmospheric circula-
ion patterns, burning 1.5–4.0 × 104 km2 of forests from 2000 to
006 (U.S. Fire Administration, 2008). Our results indicate that fires
ad significant impacts on regional carbon budgets. For example,
he 2002 Biscuit Fire in Oregon led to large positive NEE anoma-
ies for the forest ecosystems within the fire polygon (Fig. 9). The
urn severity of the fire varied over space (Thompson et al., 2007),

eading to the significant spatial variability of NEE anomalies. Our
esults also indicate that other disturbances such as hurricanes
ffected the interannual variability of NEE at the regional scale.
or example, hurricane Katrina that occurred in late August 2005
ffected over 2 × 104 km2 of forest across Mississippi, Louisiana and
labama, with damage ranging from broken branches to downed

rees. Our results show large positive NEE anomalies in areas clas-
ified as hurricane category I and II (Fig. 9).

Modeling interannual variation in NEE has proven challenging.
he interannual variation in NEE represents an extreme test for
odels because it is much smaller than seasonal or spatial vari-

tion in photosynthesis and respiration (Richardson et al., 2007).
ur approach made use of 8-day MODIS products that provided

eal-time observations of vegetation before and after disturbances,
nd therefore could partly account for the effects of disturbances on
EE. The current efforts of developing continental-scale dynamic

and cover and disturbances products by USGS EROS Data Center
nd the University of Maryland (Goward et al., 2008) and their
ncorporation into the model could improve the estimation of NEE.
his could affect the ranking of NEE among regions because of
ifferent disturbance regimes among regions. For example, forest
arvest in the southeastern US is on a very short rotation and dis-
urbance from fire is more prevalent in the interior west. To better
haracterize disturbance with this approach, an even distribution
f disturbance clusters among ecoregions would be beneficial in
ombination with disturbance mapping at an appropriate spatial
nd temporal scale for capturing disturbances (Cohen et al., 2002).
t is challenging to estimate litterfall and soil carbon pools as a result
f disturbance. The availability of disturbance data and the training
f the model with eddy flux measurements from flux towers rep-
esenting different stages following disturbances may improve the
ccuracy for estimating NEE of forest ecosystems.

.3. Sources of uncertainty

Despite the encouraging performance of our predictive model
n estimating NEE and capturing the spatiotemporal patterns and

agnitude of U.S. ecosystem carbon exchange, we recognize that
ur NEE estimates contain significant uncertainties. There are sev-
ral sources of uncertainty associated with our flux estimates:
ncertainties in eddy flux measurements, uncertainties in input
ata (e.g., land cover), model structural uncertainty, and uncertain-
ies arising from the representativeness of the AmeriFlux network.
he carbon flux measurements derived from eddy flux towers con-

ain significant uncertainties (Richardson et al., 2008), while the
ap-filling techniques used to fill the data gaps introduced addi-
ional uncertainties of ∼±25 g C m−2 yr−1 (Moffat et al., 2007). Land
over is likely the predominant source of uncertainty because dif-
erent land-cover types are associated with different parameters
eteorology 151 (2011) 60–69 67

in our predictive model and the classification uncertainty directly
introduces errors into flux estimates. The use of higher-resolution
land cover data (e.g., NLCD) may help assess the accuracy of the
MODIS land cover map and the effect on NEE estimates.

The model structure could also introduce uncertainty into our
NEE estimates. The explanatory variables included in our predic-
tive model could not account for all factors that affect NEE. For
example, these variables could not account for nitrogen availabil-
ity that limits plant growth. Moreover, the explanatory variables
could not sufficiently account for the factors affecting Rh: substrate
availability, soil temperature, and soil moisture (Xiao et al., 2008).
The LST derived from MODIS is a measure of the soil temperature
at the surface, and is a good indicator of Re (Rahman et al., 2005)
as both autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration are significantly
affected by air/surface temperature (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994). NDWI
can partly account for soil moisture (Fensholt and Sandholt, 2003).
However, surface reflectance and EVI can only partly account for
aboveground biomass and non-photosynthetic material (e.g., lit-
ter), and are not sensitive to soil carbon pools. Root and associated
mycorrhizal respiration produce roughly half of soil respiration,
with much of the reminder derived from decomposition of recently
produced root and leaf litter (Ryan and Law, 2005). The inability of
our model to account for transient carbon pools could introduce
uncertainties to our NEE estimates (Richardson et al., 2007).

The representativeness of the AmeriFlux network will also pre-
sumably affect our spatial estimates of carbon fluxes. We speculate
that our flux estimates exhibited larger uncertainties in regions
under-represented by eddy flux towers. Although the AmeriFlux
network is generally representative of the conterminous U.S. ecore-
gions (Figs. 1 and 2; Hargrove et al., 2003) and the 42 sites used in
this study included most of the active flux sites in the network,
some geographical regions, ecoregions, and biome types are still
underrepresented (Fig. 3; Xiao et al., 2008), which could affect the
accuracy of our NEE estimates. In particular, no flux towers have
been established for savannas (tree cover 10–30%), and therefore
we merged savannas (tree cover 10–30%) and woody savannas
(tree cover 30–60%) together in the development of the predictive
model (Xiao et al., 2008). Savannas and woody savannas occupy
∼4.2 × 105 km2 of land, and the treatment of savannas as woody
savannas could lead to biases to our NEE estimates for savannas.
Similarly, no flux towers have been established for open shrublands
(shrub canopy cover 10–60%), and we thus merged open shrublands
with closed shrublands (shrub canopy cover >60%). The treatment
of open shrublands as closed shrublands could also lead to biases
in our NEE estimates. The current AmeriFlux network should be
augmented by establishing more sites for the western U.S., more
disturbance clusters of sites representing early stages following
disturbances, and more sites for certain biomes in the UMD clas-
sification system (e.g., open shrublands and savannas) (Xiao et al.,
2008).

A comprehensive, quantitative analysis of the uncertainties
associated with our flux estimates is beyond the scope of this
study. Future upscaling studies, however, should gauge the uncer-
tainty in flux estimates by considering uncertainties of eddy
flux measurements, using different upscaling methods, evaluating
uncertainties and differences in input data (e.g., classification accu-
racy of land-cover maps), propagating the probability distributions
of parameters through the models, and comparing changes in fluxes
caused by systematically removing individual flux tower data from
the development of predictive models.
4. Conclusions

We produced continuous estimates of NEE with high spatial
(1 km) and temporal (8-day) resolutions over the period 2000–2006
for the conterminous U.S. by integrating eddy flux measurements
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nd wall-to-wall MODIS data. Our continuous NEE estimates along
ith our previous GPP estimates (Xiao et al., 2010), referred to as

C-MOD, were both derived from eddy covariance (EC) and MODIS
ata. The EC-MOD dataset has high temporal and spatial resolu-
ions, and are highly constrained by eddy covariance data. EC-MOD
rovides alternative, independent gridded flux estimates for U.S.,
nd is useful for evaluating simulations of ecosystem models and
tmospheric inversions.

We examined the spatial patterns, magnitude, and interannual
ariability of U.S. ecosystem carbon exchange using our continu-
us NEE estimates. We estimated the terrestrial carbon sink in the
onterminous U.S. at 0.63 pg C yr−1 with the majority of the sink in
egions dominated by evergreen and deciduous forests and savan-
as. Our results show that U.S. ecosystems play an important role

n slowing down the buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere. Our results
lso show that recent U.S. annual NEE exhibited significant year-
o-year variations. The dominant sources of the recent interannual
ariation included extreme climate events (e.g., drought) and dis-
urbances (e.g., wildfires, hurricanes). Our results also highlight
he need to improve our understanding of the impacts of stand-
eplacing disturbances on the forest carbon budget. Our study
rovides an alternative, independent, and novel constraint to the
et ecosystem carbon exchange of U.S. terrestrial ecosystems.
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